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Store and Carry Your First Aid Supplies...
The Class A Kit Hard Case from North American Rescue is designed as a portable 
solution to store and carry First Aid equipment in the workplace or at a work site.

This rugged hard case is easily transported to the patient’s side and protects 
contents from the elements, dust and insects. It closes securely using latches, 
utilizes a gasket to securely seal it, and includes a pressure release valve 
to ensure that it will easily open if moved between high and low pressure 
environments. The case offers two locking points that can be used to secure it, 
or employ tamper seals to ensure contents can be monitored for use. The Class 
A Kit Hard Case includes three inner nylon pouches with zipper closures that are 
held in position using hook and loop. Each pouch has a hook and loop patch on 
the lid for easy identification of the contents. Additionally, the lid offers multiple 
pouches and elastic loops for additional storage that can easily be viewed. The 
case offers users the ability to customize the position and contents to suit their 
specific need.
Protective Isolation Gown meeting FDA Level 1, 2, and 3 protective gown 
guidance to help mitigate the spread of communicable diseases. Gowns are 
individually wrapped for cleanliness and feature front or rear break-away 
capability to remove.

CLASS A KIT HARD CASE
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80-1113

Class A Kit Hard Case

Specifications:
• Dimensions: W 13 in. x H 9.5 in. x D 5 in.

• Weight: 5.89 lb

Features:
• Modular system featuring a rugged storage organizer in the lid and 

removable nylon pouches with easy-to-read treatment labels

• Rugged hard case that protects your medical equipment from the elements

• Designed so the kit can be easily carried to the patient’s side

• Features pressure equalization valve for air transport

• Can be locked or tamper sealed


